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The mysterious land of the Elden Ring, where the Elden Lords watch over the citizens and protect
them from the monsters lurking in the wilderness. In the midst of the taint that invades the Lands
Between, monsters called Spawn roam the lands, destroying the sanctum and dragging citizens to
be devoured by the monsters. In order to protect the citizens of the Lands Between, Elden Lords
have been specially trained to guard the sanctum. In the far-off lands of the sanctum where the
Elden Lords reside, a young hero named Tarnished was born. Through his bravery and efforts,

Tarnished was able to earn the Elden Ring and be granted an appointment as a thirteenth-
generation Elden Lord. Through his wonder-filled adventure and the magic of the Elden Ring,

Tarnished will be able to guard the sanctum and protect the citizens of the Lands Between. ORIGINAL
SOURCE: This game was created by Reverie, Inc. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Best RPG genre (An
RPG that can be fun with just clicking. Watching the story is the same, but the combat is an RPG)

*Among the most stylish turn-based role-playing games *Fine pixelart *Beautiful game design
*Excellent user interface and battle UI *Story: Like the manga? Like the TV anime? Like the movies?

Like the game? Then add this game to your cart. [Game Link] Thanks to all who supported this
project. 2015-01-27T01:45:00ZPlay Tarnished Online and have more RPG fun! Tarnished Online is a
turn-based fantasy RPG game based on the forthcoming anime by Reverie Inc. Play with friends with

or without a friend in the online world and enjoy the amazing and ever-changing story. • Online
Battle and Tournaments Tarnished Online features online battles and a tournament system. Through
the online battle system, you can try to defeat your rival and earn valuable treasure! • Upgrades As

a Tarnished Lord, you will be able to upgrade your equipment and skills to reach a higher level.
Through this, you can experience a world with greater depth. • 3D Action Game World

Features Key:
Chapter To Experience: Within this vast world, the choices of the characters are

continually increasing. You can experience a grand rhythm of advancing the story!
Experience in a way different to what other RPGs have done! Go to selectable locations with others,
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such as a palace or a field. Other players' progression data are displayed, and together with their
interactions with your character, you will experience the stories of the "heroes" who gather together

in the Lands Between.
Vast Universe with Real-time Multiplayer: An unprecedented scale! This is an open RPG that

maintains a open system that allows the world and the landscape to freely develop, and allows you
to freely move anywhere. Or, you can choose your own "walking speed," and at the same time, avoid

having to collide with other players.
Make the Elden Ring Your Own: Maintain and utilize your Equipment Skill, choose your Magic

Skill, and enjoy finally being able to equip Magic or Armor as needed! The Elden Ring even lets you
enjoy the rhythm of various types of weapons and battle arts, such as sword and bow.
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